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2005 IEEE Electric Ship Technologies Symposium 

Multilevel Multi-Phase Propulsion Drives 
Shuai Lu, Student Member, IEEE, and Keith Corzine, Member, IEEE 

Department ofElectrical Engineering, Univcrsity of Missouri - Rolfa 
1870 Miner CircIe. Rolla. MO 6540 1-0040 

Abstract-This paper prcsents a comprehcnsivc analysis of the 
5-phase induction motor driven by voltagesourcc inverter drives 
and particularly its steady-state performance evaluation. The 
performance of various modulation methods arc analyzed with 
insightful look into their harmonic content and torque ripple, Three 
separate methods are proposed to reduce thc torque ripple for low, 
middle and high modulation index regions while eliminating or 
controlling the non-torqueproducing harmonics within the current 
machine rating. A complete set of simulations are carried out to 
verify the concepts and proposed methuds. The multi-level 
multiphase topology is introduced and it is compared to the two-lcvel 
system, The modification of switching sequence for reduction of 
torque ripplc is applied to the three-levcl S-phase motor drive. 
Application of the multiIcvel multi-phase concept to high power 
motor drives (as we11 as motor design and sclcction) is discussed. 

I. BACKGROUND 
Thc multiphase motor concept was introduced 35 years ago 

and witnessed a new surge of rcsearch interest in recent yeas  due 
to the technological advancement of the power clectronic 
switching dcvices and also because of the emerging development 
of the specialized applications such as clectric vehicle, aircraft, 
locomotive traction and naval electric ship propulsion systems, 
which require high performance and reliability. The major 
advantages of the multiphase motor and drive system arc high 
reliability, fault tolerance and higher power density. 

A power converter with five phase legs provides more 
available voltage vectors compared to a three phase converter, so 
the output of thc modulator can have higher resolution. Extensive 
research [ 1-51 has been carried out successfully using current/flux 
regulated control such as vector control, DTC, etc, in the five 
phase motor drive. Therein, the modulators implicitly select 
suitable voltage vectors with the hysteresis band of current or flux 
command. 

Some analysis [6,7] was carried out in 5-phase voltage-source 
inverter (VSI) control, which is particularly interesting in 5-phase 
system where the abundance of the voltage vectors, the different 
vcctor patterns than three-phase system and its unique property of 
multiple d-q planes. Thcsc specific properties provide 
considcrable potential for further exploration in terms of 
performance improvement. Comparcd with the ?-phase system, 
the 5-phase poses more complexity and the methodology and 
some well-known facts in 3-phase systems can’t be adapted to the 
five phase system. 

In the existing litcrature, much of the effort is focused on how 
to eliminate the phase current hmonics  while there’s no special 
consideration given to optimization of the torque ripple 
performance. Unlike the 3-phase system. a phase current in five- 
phase system devoid of harmonics doesn’t necessariIy indicate 
smoother torquc output. On the contrary, it is shown in the paper 
that they are tradeoffs to each other. This abnormality is due to 
the existence of multiple d q  coordinate planes. By transforming 
the 5-phase variables into multiple reference frames, the torque 

producing harmonics (including the fundamental) are projected 
into the dql plane, and the remaining harmonics are projected 
into other d-q plancs, where they deform the phase current and 
cause additional stator copper loss. Thc gcneric rule for harmonic 
frce modulation methods and their limitations are introduced and 
analyzed in dctail. Then the optimal torque ripple modulation and 
the harmonics it induces are discussed. 

In this paper, the torque ripple performance and phasc current 
harmonics under low, middlc and high modulation index are 
addressed in detail. For each modulation index nnge, a separate 
modulation method is proposed to achieve optimized torque 
output while either eliminating harmonics (in low and middle 
modulation index region) or keeping thc harmonics within the 
machine rating (in high modulation index region). For many 
applications including naval propulsion systcm where torque 
ripple performance outweighs the consideration of extra coppcr 
loss kom the non-torque-producing harmonics, the proposed 
methods should be especially preferable. 

So far, all existing multiphase research is limitcd to two 
voltage levels per phase leg. in this paper, the initial attempt to 
integrate the multi-level and multiphase topology is madc. It 
combines the advantages of both technologies and is shown to 
have even higher torquc ripptc performance than two-level 
drives. Then in the given three-level 5-phase example, the 
switching scquenccs (per DSP cycle) and its relation to the torque 
ripple reduction is introduccd briefly. Further torque ripple 
reduction is observed with an improved switching state sequence. 

Finally, the paper gives brief suggestions for the high powcr 
applications of the 5-phase VSI drive. The cascaded topology is 
rccommended and simplc considerations for motor selection are 
given to minimize harmonic current in proportion to the 
fundamcntal component. 

IT. MULTI- PHASE GENERIC ANALYSIS 
In various multi-phase studies, mdimensional machine 

variables need to be transformed into a new coordinate system. 
The transformation matrix wed and the resulting Coordinate 
systems varics considerably. Howcver, there’s some 
commonality among these methods [1,5,6]. The m-phase motor 
with mdimcnsiona! variables must be decoupled into the dq L 
plane which is aligned with the rotating flux plane, and three 
remaining dcgrees of freedom (m-2) can be decomposcd into 
either multiple dq-x planes, multiple individual zero sequence 
variables or a combination of both. As long as the transformation 
makes all resulting axis orthogonal, their phase voltage and 
current by reverse transformation will be the same. For example, 
it can be verified that the two different 5-phase machine models 
[I] and [SI by different transformations retum the same phase 
current after the reverse transformation. 

The ~undamcntal and the harmonic producing rotating MMF 
will be transformed into dq 1 plane so the harmonics in dq 1 plane 
causes pulsation of the torque. Thc other set of harmonics enters 
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“non-torque producing” planes or variables. They cause extra 
copper loss in the motor while not deforming the rotating MMF 
and torque output. It’ll be furthcr exemplified in the 5-phase 
motor example that these componcnts have different equivalent 
circuits. Exccpt for the variables in dql plane, the other variables 
have the equivalent circuit which includes winding resistance and 
leakage inductance in series. So the harmonics current could be 
very large with evcn a small amount of harmonic voltage input in 
coordinates other than dq 1 plane. 

111. FIVE-PHASE CONVERTER 
AND MOTOR MODELLING 

For motor drive analysis with two-level 5-phase induction 
motor in Figure 1 (assuming sinusoidally distributed windings), it 
is prcferred that the 5dimensional inputs and machine variables 
bc transformed into dql and dq2 reference frames with a zero 
sequence variablc [ I ] .  This decomposition is part~cularly 
convenient for the harmonic analysis. In the 5-phasc system, the 
harmonic set with contribution to thc rotating MMF (torque 
production) are lOnf I (n=l, 2, 3...) and they arc transforrncd 
into dq I plane. The harmonic set having no contribution to torque 
production are 5 n k 2  (n=l, 2, 3...) and they go into the dq2 
plane. This is different froin the 3-phase system, where all the 
harmonics exccpt for those with the order of multiple of three 
contribute to the torquc production. In the three-phasc system, a 
phase voltage or current with less harmonics usually indicates 
better motor performancc. 

For a 5-phase induction motor fed by two-level VSI convertcr, 
the line-to-ground voltage can be calculated using 
v.rg =sx .vdc where x = a,b,c ,d ,e  and s, is thc per-phase 

switching state having a range of s, = 0,l . The line-to-neutral 
voltage can be express4 by 

- -  
vu3 - 4 -1 -1 -1 -1- 

- I  4 - I  -1 -1 s 
vu =- -1  -1 4 -1 -1  
VdY - 1  -I -1  4 -I 

-1 -I  -1 - I  4 Vc.7 I 

1 

5 

- 

vtx 

Vhg 

vcg 

veg 

The line-to-neutnl voltages can be transformed to thc dq planes 
using the transformation matrix [ 11 

K = 

7 

5 2 1  4 4 
c o s 8  coS(o--x) cos(B-- i r )  cos(#+--lr) cos(@+--lr) r 5 5 5 

4 2 2 4 

5 5 5 5 
4 7 2 4 
5 5 5 5 

cost) cos(8+-n)  cos(@--n) cos(@+-n) COS(O--- l r )  

sin 8 sin(tl+ -n) sin(8 - --IT) sin(8 + - x )  sin(@ - -n) 

1 - I - I - I - I - 
- 2  2 2 2 2 -  

2 4 4 2 
5 5 5 5 

sing sin(8--n) sin(O--n) sin(@+--a) sin(B+-/r) 

Figure 1. Typical five-phase 2-level motor drive. 

Figure 2. The dqI phne equivalent circuit and vector plot. 

-b 

Figure 3, The dq2 plane and zero sequence equivalent circuit 
and dq2 plane vector plot. 
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similar to the d-q model of a 3-phasc induction motor. The set of 
differential equations for simulation is formulated as follows: 

The equivalent circuits for the dq2 planc and zero sequence 
variables are shown in 3 .  It only has thc winding resistance and 
leakage inductance. For the non-torque-producing harmonics 
voltage, the circuit has low impedance and no back EMF to limit 
thc induced current. Therefore, for VSI operation, even if a small 
harmonic voltage is coupled into thc dq2 plane, considerable 
harmonic current will be induced. The phase current is obtained 
by thc reverse transtormation. It is the sum of the q-axis currents 
ofdql, dq2 planes and zero sequence. 

Note that i,, will always be zero for star-connected 5-phase 
stator winding. 

The 5-phase inverter has total 2' =32  available switching 
statcs. These 32 vectors form a decagon pattern in each plane 
after the transformation. Before thc harmonics analysis, it is 
important to emphasize one important relation between these two 
decagons. For the 32 vectors in both planes, they can be divided 
into 4 groups which consist of three decagon rings (outer, mid 
and inner) and 2 vectors at the origin as indicated in figure 2 and 
3 with difierent darkncss. All the vectors at the outer ring in dqi 
plane belong to thc inner ring in dq2 plane and all vectors at the 
inner rings in dq I plane go to the outer ring in the dq2 plane. 

n(r. FIVE-PHASE SYSTEM HARMONIC STUDY 

It is instructive to sce the vector travcrsal sequence of the 
nahual sampling proccss in Figure 4. Thcrc are five level 
transitions per DSP cycle (one per phase), and totally six 
switching states (vectors) is to be tsaversed per cydc. For 
example, when the reference is locetcd in the IOo, 36"] sector, the 
switching sequence always follows the order (00000- 1 0000- 
11000-1 1001-1 1101-1 I 1  11) backand forth. It can also bc proven 
analytically that the vector in the outer ring ( I  1000) will always 
have the dwell time I .61X times that of their corresponding mid 
ring vector (1 I 101). This timing constraint guarantees the sum of 
thc six vectors in dq2 plane to be zero. To illustrate this, the zero 
vectors at origin and the four vectors (10000, 1 1001, I 1000 and 
11 101) in the outer trapezoid in dql plane are as labeled with 
larger j p y  dots in dq2 plane. According to the geomebical 
relations, the ratio between the vector lengths (1 1 101 vs. 1 1000 
and I0000 vs. I 100 1 ) is 1.6 18; I .  Therefore these four vectors in 
dq2 plane completely cancel each other in one DSP cycle and 
there are no low order harmonics in vY2$ and iq2s to be added 

into the phase voltageicurrcnt, and vu and i, appear sinusoidal 
as shown in Figure 4. 

However, the ( I  .6 18: 1) timing constraint will limit the natural 
sample operation range (modulation indcx) within m=l .OS which 
is much lower than thc inscribing circle of the decagon at m=I .23 
(0.615vd.), where the maximum dc link utilization is obtained. It 
can be proven by geometrical computation that to have 
modulation indcx higher than 1.05 (0.525v&), the time ratios 
between the two outer ring vectors and mid-ring vectors should 
be larger than 1.61X:l (the zero vcctor dwelling time is zero 
already). And at the maximal boundary (cdgc of decagon), the 
two outer ring vectors together will have a 100% duty ratio (the 
time ratio becomes infinity). 

Also note that in natural sampling, fifth harmonics can be 
added into the sinusoidal reference per-phase to boost thc output 
mapitude by 5% (fiom m=l.O to m=1.05). Unlike the 3-phasc 
system, where the per-phasc 3d harmonics injection can boost the 
opcrating range to the edge of the hexagon, the 5-phase systcm 
maximal modulation boundary is m=1.23 (0.615Vdc) and it is 
much higher than what the na-1 sample method can reach. 

From the natural sample case, it can be further concluded that 
in a 5-phase system, it takcs at least two pairs of vectors besides 
the zero vector to cancel each other in dq2 plane. There arc - .  
multiple options to select these vectors. Natural sampling 
gencratcs such two pairs implicitly (within a trapezoid). Another 
way of vector selection was introduced in [6], where the tbur 
neighboring vectors spanning along the outer ring was used. Note 

The easiest way to avoid harmonics in phase voltage/current is 
to create P W M  with explicit sinusoidal voltage/current command 
per-phase. In VSI control, natural sample modulation is the most 
straightforward way to do this. 

iqh2:+ -20 

iqIJ2: p- 
-20 

dq 1 planc dq2 plane 
Figure 1. Natural sample modulation switching sequence and t iming wIih cancellation in d q l  plane. 
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that it was used in the 6 - p h a s ~ ~  system, but it turns out to be 
applicable in 5-phase case as wcll. This method is illustrated in 
Figurc 5. With it, the maximal modulation indcx also can not 
reach thc maximal h i t  (m=1.23), duc to the constraint of the 
timing ratio between the two pairs of the vectors. 

Consider what happens if only one pair of vectors plus the 
zcro vector are used to producc the reference with a circular locus 
in the dql plane, In Figure 6, the corresponding space vector 
locus (fast avenge) is plottcd in the dq2 planc. The locus shape 
indicates the combination of 3“ and 71h harmonics in the dq2 
plane. They will superposc onto the hndaincntal component in 
dql plane and the phase voltage/current ( v ~ , . ~  and i, ) will thus be 
deformed. Since the hndamental voltage and 3d and 7* harmonic 
voltages apply onto difierent equivalent circuits, the harmonic 
current will have a different phasc shift. The fhdamcntal will 
lag by cos-’ (0.8) (assuming power factor = 0.8) and 3‘ and 7& 
harmonics will lag by almost 90” (assuming stator resistance is 
negligible). Also the small impedance in dq2 plane induces large 
magnitude harmonic cmcnt which is almost comparable to that 
of the fundamental. The simulation results shown in figure 6 
match the above theoretic predictions well. 

V. TORQUE NPPLE STUDY 
When a powcr converter is used for motor drive applications, 

its stcady state output perfbrmance is usually evaluated in tcrms 
of torque ripple (hi percent). In a thrce-phase system, the phase 
voltage and current THD is directly related to the torque ripplc, so 
they save as the best indicator for the output performance. All 
kinds of proposed schemes in this area have their ultimate goal of 
reducing the current THD and obtaining smoother torque output. 

Summarizing the previous work in power convertedmotor 
drive innovations, there arc two distinct rcsearch directions for 
THDitorque ripple reduction (Given a futcd PWM frequency): 
I .  The higher moduhtion resolution (smallcr size of the area 

formed by encompassing vectors of the reference vector). 
This is exempliticd by myriads of multi-level topologies 
proposed over the last decade. 
The optimal switching sequence which makes the smoother 
discrete steps within each DSP cycle when approximating 
the reference. 

However, in the 5-phase systcm or other multi-phase system, 
the phase current THD is no longer a relevant indicator for torque 
output performance. Only thc dql plane voltage vectors are 
related to the torque production and the abundance of vectors (3 
Iayers of vectors along the decagon rings) makes it possible to 
have higher modulation resolution. This is illustratcd in Figure 7. 
This paper will be first on how to exploit thc potential of the 
vectors abundance of the multiphase converter to minimize the 
torque ripple. Thc switching sequencc and its relation to further 
torque ripple reduction will be discussed in a later section. 

In a 5-phase system, for the smallest possible torque ripple, the 
nearest voltage vectors in dql plane must be used in space vector 
modulation (SVM). As in figure 7, this is similar to the casc in 3- 
phase system where multi-lcvel offers closer set of 3 vectors 
enclosing the reference. With the multiplicity of the phase 
number, even two levels provide multi-layers of available vectors 
and much closer sets ofvectors. 

This process, however, will not guarantee thc cancellation of 
the vectors in dq2 plane and could induce large harmonic currcnt 

2. 

in the low impcdance dq2 plane circuit. So this “nearcst vector 
SVM modulation” has to be uscd with caution. As will be 
discussed in next scction, the harmonic magnitude and phase 
anglc changcs over m indcx, and this maximal torque ripple 
reduction scheme can’t be used over the whole m index mngc. 

The natural sample modulation is a good option for the total 
elimination of the low order harmonics over the full range of thc 
m-index; however, its torque ripple pcrformance is not optimal 
since it’s not using closest set of vectors. Particularly when 
modulation index is low, its torque ripple percentage increases 
dramatically. It can be shown that the natural sampling process 
always uses the four vcctors on the outcr trapezoid plus the zero 
vector for any reference magnitude. The smaller m-index gets, 
the longer the zero vector dwelling time, which implics larger 
torque ripple. This problem is demonstrated in Figure 8. It 
compares the torque ripple when ~ 4 . 5 5  and m4.9. For 
comparison purposes, the DC voltagcs are adjusted to give same 
average torque output. 

Summarizing the discussion above, the following conclusion 
can be made: In a 5-phase system, torque ripple and phase 

I 

Figure 5. Modulation using two pairs (4 neighboring vectors) 
spanning in outer ring to have harmonic free operation. 

I 

20 1 

-20 J -20 1 
Figure 5. Modulation with a single pair of  vector sand its dq2 pfmtnr 

voltage and current harmonics. 

Figure 7. 5-phase 2-tevel SVM PWM ys. 5-phme 2-level SVM PWM 
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harmonics cwrent are tradeoffs. In cases of natural sample VSI or 
current/flux rcgulated control where sinusoidal current is either 
commanded or present as a result, the torque performance is not 
optimal. The corollary is that as long as the current waveform 
appears sinusoidal, the dc link voltage can’t be hlly used, 

VI. PROPOSED MODULATION METHODS 
FOR OPTlMAL TORQUE RIPPLE PERFORMANCE 

As discussed prcviously, the SVM using closest vectors in dq 1 
plane results in smoother torque output. However, the harmonics 
induced into the phase current (mostly non-torque producing 
harmonics) need to be controlled within the machine rating. even 
when the consideration of extra copper loss is outweighed by the 
torque performance in many applications. 

Using the nearest vectors principle in modulation, both the 
magnitude and phase angle of harmonic current changes over the 
different values of modulation index so it is necessary to divide 
the opcration range into three parts (low, mid, and high regions as 
indicated in Figurc 9 by regions I, 2 , 3 ) .  

First, in low modulation index, the top priority is to cancel out 
the low order harmonics while, if possible, using vectors as close 
as possible. This is because when the reference vector magnitude 
is small, the vectors closest to it (inner rings in dql plane) go to 
the outer ring in the dq2 plane as seen in Figures 2 and 3. These 
vectors with larger magnitude in dq2 plane, if not cancelled out, 
wilI induce large harmonic current wet1 beyond machine rating. 

The natural sampling proccss, as shown previously, produces 
much larger torque ripple (in perccnt) in the low modulation 
index region. This is because it uses the two pairs of vectors on 
the outer trapezoid which are not close to the reference. Actually, 
for the low modulation index (region I) ,  thcre cxist a much closer 
pair of vectors which can also cancel each other in dq2 plane 
given a certain duty ratio. For example, the new sct of four 
vectors are (0 IO0 1, 10000, 1 I I 0 1 and 1 I 0 I 0) which forms inner 
trapczoid in figure 10. In thc dq2 plane, the vector 11  101 cancels 
vector t 1010 in the opposite direction if the timing ratio between 
them is set to 1.618: I and the same rule hold for vector lOOOO 
and 0 100 1. Thc switching sequence and timing ratios for the new 
set of vectors can be handily generated by the natural sample 
modulator, the only modification to do is to “normalize” the 
reference vector (multiplying its magnitude by I .6 18) and use 
natural sample modulator to get the sequence and timing, then 
replace the resultant switching states (forming the outer 
tnpezoid) with those fi-om the inner trapezoid. A small lookup 
table is needed hcre and only four entries for mapping (for sector 
1 [O’, 36’1) is need in the table. Since closer vectors are used, 
much smaller torque ripple is achievcd by this method compared 

500V- 

vYIA 
uv. 

Figure I O .  Proposed 

5wv- 
“q I., 

ova 

with natural sample modulation. Also the volts/sec fast average 
pcr DSP cycle is  guarantLmd to be zero. The simulation results are 
shown in Figure I I. it shows considerable torque ripplc reduction 
by the new method. The v ~ ~ , ,  hacc is listcd here to show that 

smaller voltage stcps are used to product the low index reference. 
And this is the direct causc of the reduced torque ripple. 

Thc boundary of thc low modulation index region using the 
new modulation strateg follows the same conclusion made for 
the natural sample limit from (0.525*v~)/l.618. Beyond this limit 
(m=0,649), it can no longer maintain the 1.6 18: I timing ratio and 
cancel out low-order harmonics in dq2 planc. At this point, it 
requires a different modulation method for the repion labeled 
“mid-m-index”. In this region, the reference IS close to thc middle 
decagon ring in dql plane. The closcst vectors can be used to 
obtain optimal torque ripple, however, this entaiIs longer dwelling 
time on the vectors along the mid-decagon ring, which causcs the 
positive peak of the dominating 3”’ harmonic current in dq2 plane 
to be close in phase with the positive peak of the fundamental 
component, the resultant phase current peak value wilt be 

Figure 8. Natural sample modulation torque ripple comparison. 

high m-index; using 
proposed nearest 
tnanglc modulatiun 

m 
mid m-index: using 
natural sampling 

El  
low m-index: using 
proposcd normalized 
modu1;ltion 

u_I 

- 1 -  
F iyre 9. Three operating regions of the proposed method. 

inelhod in low modulation index to reduce torque ripple while cancelling tow order harmontcs. 
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7 1  rh natural sampled 

Figure 11, Simulation results comparing the proposed method 
to natural sampled at low modulation index . 

particularly high. Thereforc, in mid modulation index opcration 
(indicated as region 2 in Figure 9), it is preferable to usc natural 
sampling for the complete cancellation of low order harmonics. 

The boundary between the mid and high modulation index can 
be defined at the intersection point x as in Fibwe 9. So the high 
modulation index region is m = r0.94, 1.231. Any reference vector 
within it can be produced with the outer triangles by nearest 3 
vectors, and this modulation method can be ret‘erred to as nearest 
triangle SVM. Although the three vectors in dq2 plane won’t 
completely canccl each other, the harmonic current magnitude is 
much smaller than in lower modulation index cases, since the 
three vectors arc mostly at the inner ring in dq2 ptane. Unlike the 
mid m index situations, the dominating 3d hartnonics negative 
peak is close to being in phasc with the positive peak of the 
fundamental, which heIps to reduce the peak phase current. 

The h g h  modulation index operation region includos the part 
not reachable by natural sampling. So thc proposed method fully 
uses the dc link voltage and have 23% boost in the output voltage. 
Compared with the SVM scheme using the “singlc pair of 
vectors” modulation which also fully uses the dc link voltage, the 
nearest triangle will obviously have smaf ler torque ripplc. The 
performance comparison between the proposed method in high 
modulation index region with the natural sample modulation with 
the same torque output is shown in Figure 16. To W h e r  improve 
the performance, multi-level per phase legs are used in the 5- 
phase motor dnve in a fmt published attempt to integrate these 
two technologies. 

The proposed torque ripple reduction schemc in the high 
modulation index region will introduce low-order harmonics 
which c a w s  extra copper loss through the stator rcsistance. 
However, for many applications including the Naval propulsion 
drives, it is a higher priority to have better torque ripple 
performancc and higher dc link usage. Thc modulation scheme 
proposed in this paper makes the optimizcd nadeoff between the 
goals of minimizing the torque ripple and minimizing extra 
copper loss from harmonics through the whole operation range 
(modulation index). In the low modulation index operation, 
where less torque ripplc is of particular interest, the method is 
very effective in reducing the torque ripple while totally canceling 
out the low fiequency harmonics. These features make the 
proposed modulation methods a very promising option. 

VU. THREE-LEVEL FIVE-PHASE MOTOR DRWE 
Although multilcvcl technology has been extensively studied in 
recent decade, thcrc scems to be no previous research in applying 
multi-level to the multiphase system. By using more than two 
voltagc levels per phase leg, the discrete steps to approximating 
the desired output become finer and the voltage and switching 
stress applied per switch is reduced. In this paper, the three-level 

5-phase convertcr system will be introduced with the 
performance improvement it brings. 

The topology of the three-level 5-phasc motor dnve and its 
vector plot are shown in Figure 12 and 13. Total available 
switching states are calculated as n’”where n is thc number of 
voltage lcvels per phase and m is thc number of phase legs so thc 

above system has 35 = 243 switching states. Among them, their 
redundancy level has single, double and triple multiplicitics. 
Here, the vector at thc origin has triple redundancy, the empty 
vector dots have redundancy of two and each of the rest of the 
vector dots represents a single switching state. It is notcd that all 
vectors with double redundancy fonn a vector pattern of two- 
level 5-phase inverter (except for the zcro vector at origin). Thcrc 
are totally 30 of these vectors. The total number of vectors in the 
plot is calculated as 243-30-2 =2 1 I .  

Three-level natural sample sequence and timing appears to 
have no fixed pattem as Seen in the two-level systcm, still it 
traverses five vectors (with one vector used twice) in cslch DSP 
cycle. However, the vcctor sequence (Le. the .vector path it 
follows) changes with different angular position. The vector path 
shown in Figure 14 is the combination of many different vcctor 
patterns at different angular positions. Note that the overall 
pattem vanes with the DSP sampling ficquency since it affects 
the angular position distribution of the sample points (simulations 
herein use 3.6 KHz sampling frequency). These patterns will not 
be shown in detail since it is not thc main concern of the paper. 
Despite the variety of vector patterns, the timing assignment of 
the 5 vectors still guarantees their cancellation in the dq2 plane. 

As shown in Figure 15. the nearest triangle by the enclosing 

Load 

Figure 12. The three-level 5-phase inverter topology. 

* *  

t fi 
Figure 13. Three-level 5-phase inverter vector plot. 
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Figure 14. The imural-sample mvdulatioii vector path. 

19.0- 

Te 
17.5- 

Figure IS.The nearest triangle SVM vector path. 

Thredevel system using nearest triangle SVM 
(improvcd switching scqucncc) 

vectors of the reference is smaller than that of the two-level 
system with thc same dc link vottage (two-level vectors are in 
largcr gray dots). So higher resolution and less torque ripple is 
expectd and its torque pcrtormance is comparable to that of the 
system with much higher number o f  levels in 3-phase system. 
Comparing the three-tcvcl5-phase and two-Icvel5-phase systems 
in Figure 16, it is noted that the torque ripple is reduced by half 
with thc 3-level system. 

Tnc same figure also shows the torque output of the un- 
optimized switching sequence using the same modulation; its 
torque ripple is noticcably higher. This is due to the presencc of 
two larger ripples, which were climinated by rearranging the 
switching sequence within the DSP pcriod. The torque ripple 
before and after sequence adjustment are illustrated in Figure 17. 
It is noted that different scquence affects the pcak-to-peak torque 
ripple value and better sequence will more evenly dishbute the 
vectors which tends to increase or decrease the instantaneous 
torque. For example, a sequence of 4 vectors (1-2-34), with 
vector I and 2 incrcasing the torque, and 3 and 4 decrcasing it, 
can bc rcarranged into 1-3-24 to obtain smaller ripple. 

Rcfcmng to Figure 15, the vectors along the outer ring o f  the 
dccagon (such as 0 ,2  and 5) tend to increase torque under steady 
state operation, while thc vectors residing one layer inside (such 
as I ,  3,4 and 6) tend to decrease it. By rearranging the sequences 
from 1-2-3 to 1-3-2 and tkom 3-24 to 4-3-2, the highest peak get 
reduccd by the replacing a vector that increases the torque with 

'"'"1 
Two-lcvcl systcm using ncarcst trianglc SVM T, 

16.0 ' 
IY.0- Three-level system using nearest triangle SVM 

(un-optimized switching sequence) 
17.5 - 
I I,." 

Two-lcvclsystcm using natural sampling with samc 
fundamental magnitude (m-0.9 with higher dc link voltage) 

T, 
17.5 

16.0 

Figurc 16. The torque ripple simulation results of 
various modulation methods. 

Original un-optimized scquence After sequence change 

Figure 17. Optimizing switching scquencc to reduce torque ripplc. 

one that decreases it. The improved sequence shown in the paper 
may still not be optimal and this is an area for future research. 

In three phase system, the harmonics THD is used as the 
hallmark for choosing the optimal switching sequence, whcrc the 
switching sequence affects the amount of high frequency 
harmonics peak vatue in a similar fashion. As mentioned 
previously, in 5-phase system, the THD is replaced by torque 
ripple peak-to-peak value. In both cases, the optimal switching 
sequence adds up discrctc vectors in a smoother fashion, so the 
fast average voltagc (for 3-phase) or torque (for 5-phase) is 
approximated without large steps. 

vm. APPLICATION TO HIGH POWER DRIVES 
In high power applications, the PWM frequency switching 

poses difficulties in terms of electromagnetic compatibility 
(EMC), switching loss and overshoot damping. The cascaded- 
hybrid topology is recommended as shown in Figure 18, where 
two two-level inverters are cascaded through the open neutral of 
an induction motor. The upper high power (IGCT) inverter 
switches at the fundamental frequency and the other low-powcr 
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Figure 18. Five-phase cascaded motor drive topology. 

~ 

Lf, =5.73mH 

Llr'= 4.64mH 

inverter switches at thc PWM frequency. The distinct features of 
this topology arc: 

Equivalent four levels per phasc Icg (and thus even better 
torquc ripple pertbrmance) 
The voltage ratio of upper and lowcr inverter should be 
maintained at 2: 1 for maximum number of voltage levels 
Reducd amount of switches and no need for capacitor 
balancing (as with the three-level invcrtcr) 
The lower dc source can possibly bc a capacitor in hture 
implementation 

Finally, a brief discussion is given on motor selection 
considerations in high power application. The simulation results 
and conclusions made from this 3.7-kW motor (see appendix for 
its parameters) can be safely extcndcd to motors with much 
higher kW rating, as seen by a few large motor cases in [XI. 

To achieve an even better tmdeoff (than thc simulation results 
herein) bctween torque ripple and harmonic current, it is adviscd 
to select (or custom make) the motor with larger leakage 
inductancc. The small loss of efyective flux linkage and the torquc 
output by having larger leakage inductancc might be well 
compensated by the fact that the dc link voltage usage can be 
boosted by 23% using the nearest vector modulation in high 
modulation index. The rated phasc current is directly proportional 
to the ratio of kW rating versus voltage rating; while the 
harmonics currcnt in the dq2 plane is in direct proportion to thc 
terminal voltage rating of the motor (The dc link voltage is 
applied through the inverter to the low impedance circuit in the 
dq2 plane). For the motor with given kW rating, it is advised to 
use lower DC voltage level if there is such option, so that thc 
harmonics current will be even smaller in proportion to the 
fundamental current. 

i .  

2.  

3. 

4. 

IX. CONCLUSION 
This paper has contributed a comprehensive discussion on thc 

VSI driven multi-phase induction motor. In a 5-phase system, the 
phase voltage/cment THD is no longer a relcvant indicator for 
torque performance. In the context of multiple d-q planes 
transformed from multi-phase motorhnverter models, various 
modulation methods are analyzed and evaluated in terms of their 
torque ripple performance and harmonic control, It is pointed out 
in this paper that the modulation with minimized torque ripplc 
induces harmonics of different magnitude and phasc angle for 
different modulation index so the whole range is divided into 
three parts and an individual control method is proposed for each 

part. As a result, the optimal torquc ripplc is obtained in the full 
operating range while kceping the harmonic currcnt within the 
acceptable limits. 

To hrther improvc the performance, multilevel technology is 
introduced into the multi-phase drive system. It is shown that the 
torque ripple benefits accordingly from the abundance of the 
vectors in three-level 5-phasc system. The relation between 
switching sequcncc and torque ripple is also introduced and an 
initial solution provided. Finally, a hybrid-cascadcd 5-phase drive 
topology is proposed for high power motor drive application. 
And motor selection considerations are suggested. 

APPENDIX 

The four-polc 5-phasc induction motor used in the simulation 
is rated 230-V, 3.7-kW and it operates at 1750 rpm with 60-Hz 
excitation frequency. The machine parameters are listed in the 
tablc below. 

I Induction machine pameters. I 
I J,wlrs = 3 I M = l 0 4 m H  I 
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